12/10/2000
Costing the Earth with Alex Kirby
4: Risk

The world is undoubtedly a risky place.Every day we are bombarded with warnings of new dangers. Alex Kirby investigates whether we worry too much and whether we worry about the wrong things.

Alex Kirby : We all know that life is full of risks,we have only to pick up a newspaper,switch on the television or the radio to hear almost daily of more risks.News scares about food [see bse.html,beef.rtf@trans.html],pollution, climate change or whatever.

[Horizon just reported tonight on Mega Tsunami and suggested the side of La Palma could fall off causing a 600 foot 720mph wave (note the imperial measure) which would devastate the East coast of the USA,previously it reported on underground problems in Yellowstone that were on a scale never seen before,and of course there's the meteor problem -LB]

Now I can even scare myself to order.Sitting here at my laptop I tap my postcode into the appropriate box in a new website and after a few seconds....there,I get a detailed list of the environmental hazards in my immediate neighbourhood.Let's see, flood risk-medium, subsidence risk - low,that's good,radon risk - low again,air pollution - medium risk,proximity of landfill site - high risk,contaminated sites - high risk again.Which are the risks we should really worry about?
Global warming? Genetically modified food? Passive smoking? Pesticides?
Who should we believe? The politicians? The scientists? The environmental lobby groups? The media?

[See porter5.html,tnbg1.html,reith992.html,toynbee4.html world7 and 9.html for risk.sci-mat.html and com6.rtf@trans.html for the above groups,also see beef.rtf for how the groups faired over BSE]

How do we pick our way through the maze of seemingly contradictory and not always disinterested advice? In this weeks Costing the Earth,we try to sort out the real risks from the imagined ones.Now cycling through central London without a helmet that must be something best avoided surely?

(traffic noise)
Why do you cycle,given the risks that there are for cyclists in London?

Tim Holt : Because I can get everywhere quicker,this way,I don't know I don't have to waste time waiting for buses or tubes and I like the freedom of being outside.

Alex Kirby : Do you ever feel nervous? You don't wear a helmet?

Tim Holt :  No never.

Alex Kirby : Are you not nervous?

Tim Holt :  No not at all! (laughs)

Alex Kirby :  Do you take other risks? Do you smoke?

Tim Holt :  Yes.

Alex Kirby :  Do you do risky things in the rest of your life? 

Tim Holt :  Yes,a little bit! (laughs)

Alex Kirby :   Does risk not worry you at all?

Tim Holt :  No.Well I don't know,I don't really think about it,I just do it as a matter of course,so...

Alex Kirby :  Do you ever wonder what the life expectancy is of a cyclist in central London?

Tim Holt :  No.But I know it's quite low isn't it?

Alex Kirby : Do you eat healthily?

Tim Holt :  Yes.

Alex Kirby :  Are you worried about food risks?

Tim Holt : Yes I am,so there is one area I am worried about,yeah.

[Why do I get the feeling this is the first time this guys thought about it? -LB]

Alex Kirby : Why do you worry about food,and you don't worry about cycling without a helmet? Or with one?

Tim Holt :  I don't know really,maybe just because that I've been sort of swept along by media type coverage of food as opposed to...I don't know there's not a lot said about the risks of cycling.

[That's very telling considering what "The Commission" said (com6.rtf@trans.html) -LB]

Alex Kirby :  You cycle round central London. You smoke,but you're worried about what you eat?

Tim Holt : Yes.

Alex Kirby :  You're an illogical sort of fellow aren't you?

Tim Holt :  (laughing) It seems that way,yes!

[This guy is typical,and these are the sorts of people the Commission thinks should be able to direct science,what a joke.I'm not laughing -LB]

Alex Kirby : Tim Holt a charity worker is not the only illogical sort of person around,we all are.The list of things we're told to worry about grows daily. Electric fields,climate change, genetically modified food [see Miller1.wri@trans.html].We all have to go one day of course,but how likely is it that we shall fall foul of, for example a commonly perceived risk,chemical pesticides?
One man well - placed to have a helpful view is the pathologist Professor Sir Colin Berry [see tnbg1.html@nbci].

Colin Berry : Well we're here now in the autopsy room at the Royal London Hospital and working here makes you very familiar with what kills people,and particularly when.Most of the people we autopsy are over 70,many of 80,and they die mostly of disease with which most people are familiar,cancer,heart disease,and lung disease,it's rare nowadays for young people to die of heart disease though of course it happens.Most of the young people we see who die here,die as a result of accidents,particularly road traffic accidents.I think that most people's concerns about environment don't relate to those clear cut kind of issues.They relate to what are called "nebulous concerns" in the sense that they're not clearly articulated by people, about what it is that's out there that might be damaging them in some way,and that might lead to some chronic disease,and one of the first things to say about concerns about environmental exposures to chemicals is,we know they're all in that rare category.
If a chemical was causing  deaths in any significant numbers,or even combinations of chemicals we could observe it in the mortality statistics,and we don't,and I think they may just be anxieties,there maybe very little substance.

Alex Kirby :  Misjudging risk can lead to a lot of unnecessary stress and worse.There are enough real terrors to worry about in life,without fretting over imaginary ones. But getting risk analysis wrong,not only makes us into hag-ridden neurotics,it can also prompt us to respond in dangerously wrong ways.Professor John Adams of University College London is an authority on risk.

John Adams : An example of what at the time seemed an appropriate response to a risk,was the seatbelt law,and most people believe that the seatbelt law has been a tremendous life saving success,but if you examine the statistics from all round the world,there is no country in the world that has passed a seatbelt law and can demonstrate that lives have been saved as a consequence.What has happened is known as the "risk compensation effect".When people feel safer,but they don't adjust their attitude toward taking risks,they modify their behaviour in a way that reestablishes the level of risks that they were originally content with.
 A completely non-contentious example is brakes.If you fit a car with better brakes,people do not drive the same way as before and enjoy an extra margin of safety,they faster,start braking later,drive with less care and attention.The potential safety benefit gets consumed as a performance benefit,and looking at the statistics it appears that exactly the same thing has happened with seatbelts.The extra margin of protection that they give you in a crash has been largely consumed by more crashes.

[That doesn't mean that any individual isn't safer.If any one person drives with greater vigour from a perception that they can because they have a seatbelt on that may consume the safety provided by the belt,but if they don't,surely the belt necessarily is a benefit.
If one the whole more crashes happen,presumably through redressing the safety of the belt it maybe true that the belt overall is not reducing the risk of an accident,but the risk to those not changing their driving habits must be reduced.Do we know that everyone always consumes the margin of safety in this way? And how does this explain Melchett's vandalism? -LB]

A perverse effect is that there has been a shift in the burden of risk.With motorists driving a little bit more heedlessly in response to their added sense of invulnerability now that they're wearing the seatbelt,their driving has put pedestrians and cyclists at greater risk. When the law came in,there was an increase in the number of pedestrians and cyclists killed.

Alex Kirby :  Sir Colin Berry would describe Professor Adam's example as a failure of what's called "risk benefit analysis".He stepped outside his autopsy room,outside the Royal London Hospital in fact to explain.

Colin Berry : Let's think about how you might do a risk benefit analysis,why it might matter, and here we've got a stretch of road where we're standing about 600 yards [Yards? (see weight.html) -LB] from the top to the bottom,it's in the middle of our hospital,and a lot of people cross it,some of them not too nimble on their feet.
So what are there? There are bumps to slow down the traffic.Now,what we'd need to know to evaluate that properly is : how many accidents occurred here in the last ten years,and then we'd need to study what happened after the bumps,did slowing down the traffic work? But there are other things always to take into the calculation.For example,when a car slows down and accelerates past us over a bump,as that one did,it will do the same at the next bump,and the same at the next bump and so on. So the actual amount of emissions from that car will be greater than if it had been able to drive straight along.

[Another thing to think about is if there was a speed limit set for the road,the driver may or may nor observe it,but if bumps are in place and the driver is say trying to get an injured person to hospital he may be in a hurry,the bumps are intended to slow him down,but in between the bumps he might speed up to compensate for the loss of time on a bump and go faster than he would have usually.However I think the bumps are spaced such that if a driver does accelerate,they can't decelerate in time to meet the next bump at a slow speed,and so they have to keep their net speed relatively low.
If their was enough room between bumps to accelerate to a a speed above what the limit for the road might have been then the bumps could actually make the road more dangerous.It is thus necessary to do the maths and work out where to put the bumps -LB]

Does the pollution matter more than the benefit that is conferred by the slowing down? We don't know,and the way to find out is to do a proper study.That's where I think we're perhaps not quite so good at looking at the effects of what we do as we ought to be.We don't always identify the benefit we're looking for,we may discover that it's not quite so healthy in terms of the balance as we thought it was.

[Lord Melchett and Greenpeace might do well to consider whether in fact GM food is worth it in terms of benefits if in fact it is no more dangerous than normal food.It might be that by trashing such crops,they have committed millions to starvation.If GM food only created a new weed not as vociferous as knot weed,if might be worth feeding people if that was the only drawback. Greenpeace's action, therefore is inappropriate.They are presuming before the fact a great detriment,we have no such evidence of a detriment,and contrary to what Jon Snow thinks,evidence is required before you act -LB]

Alex Kirby : Hindsight can be a wonderful tool in establishing the extent of a particular risk,according to John Adams,it can give us a whole new perspective.

John Adams : There are some examples where behaviour with the benefit of hindsight was clearly inappropriate. 
[Melchett may well be judged that way in the future -LB]
The contraceptive pill scare a few years ago.The information about a doubling of a very,very small risk,was put out in a way which led thousands of women to stop taking the pill,and the result 9 months later was a very substantial increase in pregnancies and abortions.

[This was the media up to its innumerate tricks again. A doubling can be from .001% to .002% or from 25% to 50% or it can be doubling of absolute numbers.
If you have say a population of 100,000 and .001% are subject to some ill,that's 1 person ,2% would be an increase of another 1.The doubling from 25% to 50% goes from 25,000 to 50,000 and increase of 25,000 people.
There's a lot of difference between an increase of 1 person and 25,000 people.By saying risks or numbers have doubled,papers make it sound like something has become terribly dangerous,when in fact an increase of 1 might be accounted for by variability or error in statistical sampling.
Papers either do this on purpose to forge a story where there isn't one,or through innumeracy.Either way a numerate populace would not be so easily duped.,and would not make rash decisions based on perceptions instead of facts.The Commission (com6.rtf@trans.html) found the papers guilty of making the public to distrust science -LB]

After the Concorde crash in Paris,all sorts of information started to leak out that it wasn't so much a safe plane as a lucky plane! That it had been flying a relatively small number of hours,compared to Jumbo jets and it hadn't had a fatality for over 20 years,and so that led to a belief in it's safety,which now looks completely unfounded.But that's with the benefit of hindsight.

Alex Kirby :  Overestimating risk can be as damaging as underestimating it.Colin Berry points to an American study in 1984 which calculated that a 5 year regulatory delay in registering a particular beta blocker in the United States,was responsible for more deaths than all the known drug induced disasters of modern times,and he thinks our attitudes towards food risks can be equally perverse.

Colin Berry : One of the things about getting our view over risk wrong in having an inappropriate concern is illustrated by the way we worry about some things,but don't worry about others.Soya proteins generally get a good press,they're seen to be helpful in menopausal states in women,which they certainly appear to be,and overall,people are as it were encouraged to eat Soya proteins by most of the food related press it seems to me when I look at it.
But there are studies if you were bothered by this,that show,firstly that Soya proteins or the phyto oestrogens,the plant oestrogens that are active in Soya proteins can damage DNA, there are studies to show that.
There are studies to show that if you feed male infants Soya based infant formula they get a very high level of circulating oestrogen,some more than ten thousand times the level that they would get from as it were the equivalent of their mother's oestrogen.
There are even studies which show - there is a study which shows that in mothers who take an increased amount of Soya protein during pregnancy or a large amount of Soya protein during pregnancy,the male offspring of those pregnancies have a higher incidence of (indistinct) it's an abnormality of the penis,which isn't surprising in biological terms.
Now with all this data,in a different concept,if were about a pesticide say,would have generated a food scare.Because it's about a food that we see as healthy,it doesn't appear to cause concern,and that just shows you how much societal views,or the view of the society at large affect our perception of a real risk.

[And how much does the media affect society's views? -LB]

Alex Kirby :   But who and what for society's views? Dr Peter Marsh is a social scientist working with the Social Issues Research Centre in Oxford.He's in little doubt that the media wield a massive and not always benign influence.

Peter Marsh : Right at our website at sirc.org,we have a media watch page,and on that,just as to I suppose to illustrate the scale of the problem we have a column called "scares and miracles",and each morning my colleagues and I just dig out a couple of what we think are the more fanciful scare stories out of the British and International newspapers,and if we look at what we've just got in the last couple of days here we've got this fast food super bug striking down hundred of youths,we've got a story here that baby's pacifiers,baby's dummies cause ear infections,shouldn't be using them.Rural isolation for some strange reason causes diabetes,playgrounds are dangerous places you ought to check them before you let your children in.
Somebody here claiming in the Guardian that genetically modified crops are worse than nuclear waste.I mean it just goes on,and each morning we have no problem just selecting 2,3 or 4 of those and sticking them up on our website.
 You usually find that if you monitor these things,within a couple of weeks,you find exactly the opposite story,that we will probably see in a couple of weeks that people who live in the countryside are less at risk from diabetes than people living in urban environments,and it's this overload of contradictions,I think,a lot of it based on very little evidence,on very shaky scientific grounds.

[It maybe that the media,like politicians over BSE,are polarising shades of grey,and so confuse the public by saying one thing one week and another the next.This has the effect of making it look like science is contradictory -LB]

Now the danger of that is that when there is a serious health risk,when there is a serious message to communicate to people,it will increasingly now be paid less attention to.

[As I said in the Commission,it's like the boy who cries wolf.Scientists have to be very careful about making false claims.The media might take a speculation and blow it up into a story by saying "doubling" when there is an increase of 1. As Peter says the media are playing a very dangerous game. This is one reason why I do not by newspapers.The articles on my site come from either the free local paper or my parents papers -LB]

So much so that we suggest that if the link say between smoking and cancer the Doll and Peters study that came out decades ago,were to be published now,people,perhaps a third of the population would say "Oh they they go again ,even cigarettes are dangerous,now what's next?",and that is the real danger I think of this almost cynical competition that many newspapers are engaged in to see who can frighten their readers the most.

Alex Kirby : Richard North the former National Newspaper Environment Correspondent is a sort of poacher turned gamekeeper.He's written a lot about risk,and delights now in teasing many of the environmental campaigners he used to report on. He described himself modestly enough, as an old fashioned force for conservatism,and divides the blame for our misconceptions on risk fairly evenly between the media and the lobby groups,like Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth.

[It's rather odd but if the lobby groups are involved,because as James le Fanu suggests in sci-mat3.html they seem to make the same mistakes and do the same blowing out of proportion that the media does,and yet environmental spokespeople are those the public most trusts.It looks as if all the people the public are paying attention to are the ones most guilty of mucking up the calculations and playing on public concerns for their own agenda.In the paper's case to sell papers,and in the lobby groups case for propaganda purposes,and poor old Joe public is falling for it (see com6.rtf) -LB]

Richard North : Of course,with risk,you have to recognise that there is a kind of a profession,a very powerful profession making sure that you feel the most anxiety,the most panic possible.The media adores panic,for obvious reasons,because we love panic as the audience,and the campaigners, for whatever reasons good or bad,know that attention is only given to those who cam push certain buttons,and the panic button is amongst the best of them.
There are lots of areas where we've got risk fundamentally back to front in our minds.I mean for instance we almost certainly should be dumping raw sewage at sea,we shouldn't be recycling waste,we should be incinerating waste,low level radiation is much more a natural than a man made phenomenon.Organic veg is almost certainly no safer than, and possibly less safe than conventional vegetables.[See cblast1.wri@trans.html]
Rainforests can survive logging,and it's the best thing for a lot of rainforest's survival that there should be more logging of roughly speaking the right kind.

[Against all of these ignorant views I am not surprised if Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth resort to the panic button. Whether or not sea dumping is as bad as made out,if we can get away with not doing it or minimising it that's better than doing it.There is no way we should be doing it.Recycling waste is better than being wasteful whether or not we have an overblown idea of the risks of waste.Logging causes the loose topsoil to be washed away and renders lush land into dry wasteland.One only has to see a video of the effects to realise the lobby groups aren't making it up.There are also dramatic accounts of the people who try to save  those forests from destruction being attacked by company workers eager to make a profit and ape the Western world,with no care for the environment.
The operating principle should be if we can get away with not doing it,then don't do it.A case could be made against GM on this basis.It probably is the case though that low level radiation is natural and not a threat,and organic food probably is as safe or less safe than ordinary food (excepting meats with MRM in). But lobby groups are right to pressure corporate materialism which damages the environment,but they shouldn't trash crops or manipulate figures or play on public fears to do it -LB]

Now in all of those things we have been made to feel anxious only because we have been fed nonsense about the evidence.

[Whilst I recognise Richard's point I know from contributing to Greenpeace and having close contact with BUAV (or at least my wife did) that the evidence is not nonsense.It may however be exaggerated in some instances,especially over concentrations of pollutants in water or on the safety of organic food -LB]

Alex Kirby : Not surprisingly the environmental campaigners themselves,have a very different opinion of what they bring to the risk analysis business.Leana Stupples,is campaigns director of Friends of the Earth.What risks are they most concerned about at the moment?

Leana Stupples : The first is climate change.Now I think you'd be hard pressed to be able to argue that there wasn't another issue as significant as climate change.It really is going to affect us all.Another good example of the campaign that we're running at the moment is about safer chemicals.We think...we know that there are a lot of chemicals on the market at the moment that have never been tested to modern safety standards.I think we've done pretty well at alerting the world to the problems of lead poisoning or things like that. But there's new area of environmental problems like genetically modified foods,like hormone disrupting chemicals,these are things that we could prevent if we started to act now,I think that's an important role for Friend's of the Earth to play.

[ Genes by their very nature essentially stay in the organism,and whilst cross breeding with existing strains is possible,apart from the so called "jumping genes",genes in general don't go romping round the countryside.Neither do they cross the species barrier at the drop of a hat.For centuries we have manipulated genetics via selective breeding,with the odd problem,like dogs being born only via Caesarean section.Whilst one might have reservations about using a gene that is "understood" to do one task,(genes possibly being contextual within an organism or in relation to other genes) for the most part where a bio-luminescent capacity has been passed to an organism it has gained bio-luminescence with no other effects (that we know of).The evidence suggests GM is not as much a threat as lobbyists make out,and is possibly no more a threat than any other organism that exists now.Hormone disruption might well be a problem,but just how big a problem is it? Do we have more deaths from car accidents or hormone chemicals? I have seen that fish are supposed to be suffering both from pollution and hormonal changes,and the pollution angle refutes Richard's view,but the sex changing might not be man made,as Material World reported (world28.rtf@mworld.html),this can happen spontaneously.
It's also hard to tell if Global warning is real or just a long term glitch,and even if it's real how much of a threat it is,or how man made it is.Large changes in weather have happened before and we're still here -LB]

 We could go around being very logical,and having the risk assessment scientists of all the world,I think that would be as very sad two dimensional world.

[So you prefer law breaking out of irrational fears based on ignorance do you? It's this female orientated view that causes such views as those Anne Eisenberg argues against in women.html,and as Sue Birchmore says in Sex and Sensibility (tnbg1.html Box4) the distributions overlap,so even though there are males in Greenpeace and FOE,the viewpoint is one representing the metaphor in women.html of nature as chaste virginous whole being set upon by rampaging ravaging man,and the lobby groups are essentially stopping a rape.This may explain the ardent feminism that seems to come with the lobbyist territory -LB]

And much ratter,we need to know that humans have a got a scientific dimension that we want to take account of but also the ethical and political dimension is going to be very important to the kinds of decisions that we make,so that they are robust and they do give the benefit of the doubt to those that deserve it. [see com6.rtf]

Alex Kirby :  Your critics say you're skewing the picture by concentrating on things which are perhaps more to do with morals or ethics or politics than they are with science,how do you answer them?

Leana Stupples :  Well I think first of all I can't see how you can be criticised for taking a moral standpoint on something [You can if it's ill or misinformed or has a vested interest in one agenda -LB].I mean yes I think there are some moral standpoints to take.I  think it is outrageous that we could continue to allow global climate change to happen in the full knowledge that this will cause the deaths of millions of people around the world.

[What you have to take into account is that a value judgement is being taken that human life is important,and that there is a presumption of "full knowledge".We know no such thing.we don't even know for sure that the climate is changing,and just because FOE thinks it is,and thinks millions will die is not reason to act differently.Millions die all the time in other preventable circumstances.Many die in floods and other acts of God.Because FOE have a personal problem with this is not reason for me to accept their moral value judgement.
Here we have demonstrated what is wrong with the view of second guessing science and moral determining what should be done. Vocal minorities get to swing everything the way they want it to go according to some arbitrary moral view.
Morality is not absolute.Millions of deaths is not a moral outrage just because Leana thinks it is.I happen to think there are moral problems with using animals as spare parts,but Robert Winston (see helphand.html) a Jew who theoretically loves God's creation sees no problem with it. Leana's view is typically over simplistic and is why I stopped contributing to environmental pressure groups.Her views of what is moral are typical of those of a religious persuasion,and far from science being a religion,lobby groups are one step away from being cults -LB]

I think,you know,we all do have a moral responsibility.....

[At least she got that word in -LB]

Alex Kirby :   But lost of people say there is no full knowledge that it'll cause the deaths of anyone.

Leana Stupples :  Mmm-hm,Mmm-hm,I think that's again it's a  case about saying "well at what point do want to give the benefit of the doubt?" [When there's positive evidence that it's taking place -LB]

 I would say that if there was a chance,that this was going to happen that we should do what we can to prevent that happening.

[Like the religious she's got it back to front.There is a chance we'll be splatted by a meteor,but is it worth spending billions on something that might never happen? That's what risk analysis is for! You don't assume something might happen and then act as if it's going to,you wait till you have "full knowledge" and then you act,the same as in a court of law,where full knowledge means "proved beyond a reasonable doubt".There is doubt that climate change is as catastrophic as supposed,and the lobbyists are like the "the sky is falling" point of view.If we listened to them we'd never do anything as everything would be too dangerous,and we'd always be to scared to move in case we made a mistake.This is the mentality behind the fear of GM.It might cause a problem,so we shouldn't do it.
Everything including GM might cause a problem,that's why we have to assess risk.There is no reason to suppose that we are bringing the sky in on ourselves.Prior to now the environment was in a very poor state and no one was bothered about it,today (thanks to the lobbyists) rivers are kept clean,cars have filters and laws to stop fumes,fridges have chemicals removed etc.But just how much were these measures necessary? Were X number of fridges really that much of a danger? -LB]

So first of all I'd say I'm not a....I don't think we should be ashamed of being able to take a stand on something.We're in part of a democracy after all,we're not telling other people what to think [But you are influencing the through the media -LB],but I do feel that it's important that we stand up for what we believe in.

[Note that Leana "feels" it is important that she stands up for a "belief",this shows it is an emotional basis giving rise to something that has not real substance in fact. You can believe that climate change will have catastrophic effects but it might not.Leana is from Oz,and in Oz the 7th day Adventists are a religious view that has apocalyptic thinking (see frayling.wri@trans.html) in their views.Is it not possible that the lobbyists have been infiltrated either by accident or design by religious zealots,or that the religious view has influenced or been influenced by green issues? It certainly sound like religious fruitloopery to me -LB]

Alex Kirby :   The debate on GM s and on nearly every other environmental risk will run and run.In the meantime how are we suppose to pick our way through the maze? Dr Peter Marsh of the Social Issues Research Centre thinks the answer lies in getting the message straight in the first place. [So do I -LB]

Peter Marsh : On the basis of all the monitoring and the research we've done over the last few years,we have now been developing some guidelines in consultation with a forum of leading scientists and health specialists,to try and establish some sensible guidelines,not just for journalists,it's perhaps too easy just to blame the press,but also for scientists and people in the health industries themselves [Not the public? -LB],and what we've been trying to do over the last 6 months is to get some fairly solid practical advice as to how risks,if risks indeed exist,can be better communicated,you know you can report a health study,but what is the significance of that to the readers? What is the real significance oppose to the sort of kind of hyped significance? Does this represent a real danger? Does this represent a real benefit?
How can we quantify that in such way that people can understand.

[If my view of Joe public is right,put a scale from 1 -10 with danger at one end and safe at the other,because that's about as complex a view of risk as they're willing to come to terms with -LB]

if I tell you there's of 1 in 3.4 million,to you as an individual,I mean does that make any sense to you? It is it comparable with being a passenger in a motor car? Is it comparable with travelling in a jet aeroplane? Is it comparable you know with eating fatty pork chops twice a day or something like that?
And I think if we can establish those kind of guidelines,the I think people will be able to understand and make sense of those kind of stories much better than they can at the moment.

Alex Kirby :  That sounds sensible,but Professor John Adams at UCL sees a huge problem with a concept of trying to express risks as statistics.

John Adams : There are frequent appeals for what has become known as a "Richter scale for risk" ,a set of familiar risks that people can relate to so that when some new risk comes along with probabilities attached people can point to the Richter scale and say "well it's just like driving a car or flying in a plane or being struck by lightning" or whatever.

[The problem with that is the risk perception of any one person might be different.In toynbee4.html we hear about MAO that might make people be more prone to risk taking,and thus someone who rides a rollercoaster may have less of a problem over than I do.
My physics background makes me wary of travelling at speed at great heights,and I steer clear of rollercoasters.Many people get on them,presumably not perceiving as much risk as I do.Whilst actual risk can be calculated,how it is received maybe highly personalised,and thus a one fits all scale approach might not be appropriate -LB]

There is a problem with this in that the numbers can be extraordinarily misleading.For example what usually comes pretty much in the middle of these tables and almost always appears in the table is the risk of dying in a road accident.Frequently quoted at about 1 in 16,000.Now 1 in 16,000 is simply the number of people who died in road accidents last year divided by the nation's population.

[It is therefore a measurement as real as any other value and not a fictitious made up figure plucked out of thin air -LB]

And it's of almost no use at all to an individual deciding whether to drive from A to B. If you go through the road safety literature,you find that a young man is about a 100 times more likely than a middle aged woman to be involved in a serious road accident.If you're on the road at 3 o'clock on a Sunday you're over a 100 times more likely to die than if you're on the road at 10 o'clock on a Sunday morning.If you have a personality disorder 10 times, 2.5 times over the alcohol limit 20 times more likely.So if you put all these things together,if these were all independent calculations,if you were a disturbed drunken young man on the road at 3 o'clock on a Sunday morning,you'd be about 2.5 million times more likely to die than if you were a sober middle aged woman driving to church 7 hours later.

[Yes but the fact is you can tell he's high risk and she isn't.All this shows is that a one-fits all system can't work -LB]

Alex Kirby :  Sir Colin Berry is well aware of the pitfalls of the numbers game in establishing risk,but still argues for careful analysis as the best route to understanding what we need to be concerned about.

Colin Berry : People worry about electric fields for example,no one I would imagine would contemplate living in a house without electricity.

[The ignorance of the media about science means that they make rash statements about cellphones not realising that that the fields from electric cables are probably more powerful,if in a different frequency band.Joe public not knowing any different,listens to the stupid papers and journalists -LB]

So we accept that if there is a risk,it's more than outweighed by all the benefits,and that concept of a risk benefit analysis,ought to be in the forefront of our minds whenever we think about a risk.
Of course we don't behave like that,nobody's rational.Hume said that "rationality was a suit of clothes that man puts on for special occasions",and that's right.But when you're thinking about public health,when you're thinking about drug regulation,when you're thinking about safety for the community,somebody has to be rational,and that's the way we should do it.

[And it is scientists that put on that suit of clothes,everybody else is irrational,that's why they should be trusted to make the right decisions -LB]

Alex Kirby :   And Richard North old fashioned conservative that he is,also thinks the answer lies in risk assessment.

Richard North : The weird thing is that there is key function that we need fulfilling,it's risk assessment,and yet we don't have a place,an institution in which it is done.I would love to see an independent body,reporting to parliament,with minister statutarily obliged take account of what they say and respond to it.
Now this agency would look at all sorts of risk,let's say with the mobile phone thing,it would say "here is the case industry is making,here is the case the anxiety industry" - as I pejoratively call it -"is making.These are the merits of these different cases.Now here are the academic papers that we know exist,here are the assessments that have already been made,here are what other countries  have come up with in terms of their evidence.Now yes we will modestly propose that we think as an agency that the risk is large or small or whatever",but that...we need to convey the sense that that isn't the point,the point is that we will put out there a clear account of the evidence stripped off the inevitable biases that vested interests are inclined to put on it.

[Like emotional knee jerking from emotions and beliefs.Whilst I see what Richard means I don't think there is any need to institutionalise risk assessment.There is a need to emphasise the understanding of probability and risk analysis in the education system,so that children grow up understanding it.The revulsion of mathematics as a subject must be dealt with overall -LB]

I think some people are tragically,deeply,deeply committed to being miserable and anxiety ridden and panic stricken,they get a kind of a buzz out of it,but for those rest of us who would quite like to have our unease either settled or aggravated,we want to be either more worried or less worried, but please just according to whether things are actually worrying or not worrying.Such an agency could help.

[Much as I hate to agree with a conservative,I think Richard is right about those who get a buzz out of being miserable and seeing gloom everywhere,I don't think it helps any either for the TV news and papers be biased in favour of negative news events -LB]

Alex Kirby :  While we wait to see whether Richard North's risk assessment body will be set up ,where should we turn for advice in the meantime? Food risks are clearly one of our major preoccupations.For some guidance I've come out for some early morning shopping with Dr Wendy Doyle of the of the British Dietetic Association.
Wendy,if you listened to all the warnings you get,you'd almost think before coming into a supermarket like this,you needed a degree in dietetics to know what it's safe to buy and what isn't. Here at the organics counter,I mean is this where you would expect people with all the warnings to make a bee line for,to be buying organics in preference to everything else? Would they be well advised to?

Wendy Doyle : I  think that you're absolutely right that there is a lot of concern out there,about the number of food scare stories,that are about. In terms of organic foods the Food Standards Agency has recently done a study on organic vegetables versus ordinary vegetables and they found no difference between either the nutritional content or the pesticide residues that were in it. 

[So organic means "costs more" -LB]

So at the moment,really,there isn't a great deal of evidence to suggest that one is healthier than the other.

[Note that Wendy requires positive evidence BEFORE making a conclusion -LB]

Alex Kirby :   Are supermarkets the minefields that we're sometimes are encouraged to think? Is diet really as risky as we're told it is?

Wendy Doyle :  Well,you know we wouldn't survive without food (laughs) ,and we enjoy eating and it's a wonderful social thing to do

 [Personally I get no joy out of it,I find it a tiresome, annoying chore that gets in the way of doing other things,as does sleep which I do enjoy,and I don't see it as a social process either,it's merely ingesting fuel,if I didn't have to, I wouldn't do it -LB]

and I think that perhaps we've just become a little over anxious these days about food and what we should eat and what we shouldn't eat,and I have to say,I think to some extent,the media has got to take some of the blame here,because some of the stories that arise are just good stories,but actually don't have much scientific logic behind them.

Alex Kirby :   As a dietician your advice is,eat, drink and be happy?

Wendy Doyle :  Yes indeed,take note of the healthy eating messages,and enjoy your food,and have a healthy happy life.

Alex Kirby :  I found some more straightforward common sense advice from a young risk taker in the last carriage of a commuter train.
 You're smoking,d'you think it's risky?

Woman : Definitely risk yeah.

Alex Kirby :  So why d'you do it?

Woman : Because I was told I couldn't smoke,so I started smoking to rebel,and now I'm addicted to it.

Alex Kirby :  Would you like to stop?

Woman : Yeah of course I'd like to stop it,it's expensive and it's killing me.

Alex Kirby :  So if you'd like to stop taking the risk of smoking,d'you try to avoid risk wherever else you find it?

Woman : No because you have to experience things for yourself in life.You have to take risks to actually achieve anything or get anywhere.

[That misses the point.Of course you have to do that,but taking needless risks is stupid.One needn't walk near the edge of a cliff if one is walking along a sea path,if one can attain the same view without doing it.Someone who does so probably has MAO.Risk is necessary,but there is little point of getting worked up over small risks,and it is dangerous to ignore big ones. More to the point,an irrational approach to risk means you can object to something or not do something because you think the risk is high,and actually do something or not object to something that is higher risk. The incapacity to compare properly means people might object to cell phones whilst living in houses surrounded by radiation,and that makes no sense whatever -LB]

Alex Kirby :  So how do you decide yourself what's going to be a risk and what risks you'll run?

Woman : You follow your heart,if it makes you feel uncomfortable,you don't do it,if it it's something you want to do you go for it.

[Whilst I said it might be a personal thing,if we leave it to the irrational emotions and feelings, then Melchett's law breaking action was justified.The heart is NOT the seat of the emotions,and even metaphorically,if we accept this it means that no figures have any meaning.Government policy cannot be set on the strength of what a minister "feels" is the right thing to do.He/She must know as near as to be certain that it is the RIGHT thing to do.Note that this wishy washy emotionally based nonsense comes once again from the female personage. It's precisely because people go off their feelings rather than actual knowledge as Richard North suggested that there is a problem.
Personal perceptions that cell phones are a problem is very far from actuality,and those emotions are clouding proper judgement egged on by the press (see hardie.html) -LB]

Alex Kirby :  And finally back to Professor Sir Colin Berry for what I take to be a word of reassurance.

Colin Berry : Will Davsky an author wrote a very good paper many years ago saying "why aren't we all dead?",because if you added up all these risks,we ought to be,by the end of the year,because risks compound of course,you can't have one...you can't choose the risk you're being exposed to,they should all add together and we all ought to be dead.
The fact is we're probably the healthiest population at the present that there's ever been.

[The Christians use a similar argument to try to say that the universe is highly improbable, and therefore couldn't have come to be by itself.But the fact is it IS here,which factually refutes it's improbability,but one could say that anything after the fact negates it's probability of coming to pass. (see design.rtf @trans.html)

The point about probability and risk is they are potentials, not actualities, and if something happens or not does not defy the relevance of the probability,it just means that actual events on the whole have sided one way or the other.
The probability of a nuclear disaster in a power station is supposed to run at 1 in a million years in terms of probability (or some such figure) that hasn't stopped Sellafield,Chernobyl and Harrisburg from having accidents.The average and actuality can be quite far apart.
If one throws a die on the average all numbers should come up 1/6 of the time,but if one throws 6 throws one could get three 3s a 5,and two 4s. 3 would then have occurred 1/2 of the time not 1/6,this does NOT refute the probability.1/6 is the projected average given a fair die with 6 sides,because each side has equal potential to happen. This can be proved true by testing so again it isn't plucked out of thin air,it applies -LB]

We're living longer,we're healthier for longer,we're more active for longer and we're doing more things,all of those expose us of course to new risks.So no life is ever going to be free of risk and as we live longer and healthier and better we're going to acquire new risks to be worried about.My point is I think,we'd much rather be in the situation of acquiring new risks,than being dead and being perfectly safe!

Alex Kirby :  If we were all perfectly rational all the time of course,it would be perfectly simple to assess what risks we face and to act to meet them.
But we're not.We tend terrify ourselves with thoughts of the possible consequences of something happening,an air crash for example,and forget the sheer improbability that it will.We worry far more about small risks that we can't control,than big ones we imagine we can.The tricky part is deciding not only what really is a risk,but what if anything,we can do about it.If we could do that it would save us a lot of wasted anguish.

[Alex has answered his own question.Saving wasted anguish requires one to be rational. We're not,but we should be,the solution as Richard North hints at,is to get the data,analyse it properly and take appropriate action commensurate with the data,not go off one's own intuitions and beliefs which are absolutely irrelevant and not taking the data into account. Going with your heart means that you're not using your head,and your head is the rationalising aspect,and even if emotions are in your brain too,they often lead one to he wrong decision.As the Everly Brother's said "An angry word spoken in haste,such a waste of two lives".Emotions aren't an indicator of what is right,and certainly one cannot act from a position of ignorance of probability and data about EM fields and how genetics works in deciding how to act. Feeling under threat and intimidated by such things is fear of the unknown,the solution is obviously to know -LB]
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